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About This Game

Take control of the most advanced, insect-sized spy drone. Infiltrate enemy facilities, bypass security and defense systems. Steal
crucial data, hack into secured networks, sabotage vital installations and assasinate top priority targets. And most importantly -

don't ever get detected. MicroSpy is a mix of stealth, action and puzzle. Use your wits to plan and execute complicated
espionage operations. Hack or avoid security systems. Use your size as your advantage. Find hidden passages Avoid being

detected by security cameras and enemy personel. Your detection will result in self destruction. Warning: MicroSpy is a very
challenging game. Expect dying frequently. The are no saves.
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Half my playing was spent on the character custimization screen, trying to find the combination that look the least stupid. The
other half was spilt between skipping boring dialouge and trying to figure out what's going on during gameplay.. This game is a
scam!. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YENpBHnmYz4

Euclidean is a geometric horror game which fully utilizes VR. I unfortunately don’t have a VR piece of equipment. Your
character moves down a void of colours, monsters and objects with a demon voice narrating through your descent. You must
make it through the levels avoiding obstacles and enemies which kill you. Upon death you must restart the whole level.

Positives:
+ Environments are very well done
+ Colours are nice
+ Sounds are very good
+ Cheap price point

Negatives:
- Character moves too slow (maybe a speed up button?)
- Frustrating when dying a lot as you have to restart the whole stage, which again is real slow
- Hard to judge where enemies are
- Not much fear involved

I would recommend this game to most gamers who are searching for a different exploration type game where you can look
around at pretty objects and admire the scenery. The game almost feels like it’s on rails and the game primarily revolves around
dodging enemies and phasing through them.

I would not recommend to someone going for a full horror experience, although it has elements of horror and tries to build
around it, they are not strong enough and the only reason I jumped was because of an enemy eating me. I wish the atmosphere
captivated me more but unfortunately I was left short.

Overall, for the price I would most definitely recommend it. For the price it’s hard to miss out on a unique experience through
the descent of ‘oblivion’. Feel free to watch my preview of the first two levels for a better idea of the game. Thanks.
. Let's say the game have potential. That's it.

- Orrible UI.
- Servers not adeguated to the number of players.
- Not even an explanation on what key press for play.
- Graphic / Animations are orrible. Didnt then even try?
- Gameplay seems to much "cheaty" and not responsive ( even with only a little lag at 3 A.M )

At this state of development i would not raccomend this game to anyone.

-> 2/10 "An idea with a game -not- built around". Great game. It's like Puzzle Quest but with cards instead of gems. And I don't
know a thing about playing cards. So you can imagine how fun it is for me.
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The graphics are simple but cool, and add to the atmosphere of the game. The
sound and music are pretty good also.
But there is something I hope they'll fix in future updates. Because it starts off pretty easy (obviously), but the difficulty ramps
up quite quickly (after about 10 fights). And it's not just based on skill but luck as well. So there are times when you have to
refight enemies 5-6 times in a row. Only downside to an otherwise excellent game.

[Rating: 77\/100]. Achievements are hard to get, especially the last one....took a lot of time since it's more about luck than skill
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Exceptionally annoying. Noisy. Poorly made.
Don't bother.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/8CfhrbUxDrY. Quite an amazing game for it's price. Not too brain-racking at the start but it gets harder at
the end trust me. ;) (The final stage got me raging a few times before finally completing it out of luck) But all-in-all it is a good
strategy/puzzle game that will take your attention up for a few hours, so better prepare a few bottles of water before starting. :D.
this game is a POS YOU CANT CONTROL YOUR BIKE AND THE BRAKES DONT WORK GOOD ENOUGH IM
REALLY SORRY I SPENT MONEY ON THIS ( POS GAME ). Why is the ZX14R so slow? Speed less than 300km. Fun little
game, forgetable, but good as long as it lasts.. Good game, more action fps than tower defense. But worth the money, that's for
sure. Let's see what more the devs update it with, loved the "bloody mess" ...weeee. VG.FY wow! i didn't know he's was last
year's rookie of the year! very inspirational. Despite the negative reviews this received, as an owner of Professional Farmer
2014 (which was buggy, but OK) I thought Pro Farmer 2017 would be better. I was wrong. 30 minutes into the turtorial, the
game crashed, so I restarted the game in free-play mode. I took a tractor and hooked up a plow, then tried to unhook it in a shed.
The game wouldn't let me, I could only unhook the plow on open ground. Why have sheds if you can't unhook implements to
store in them? I didn't play past this point and requested a refund.. You think you can beat me in 123?. A heart-pounding horror
game with a truly unique plot. For only $5 this game is absolutely worth picking up!
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